Abstract. In this document we study the local connectivity of the sets whose elements are m-tuples of pairwise commuting normal matrix contractions. Given ε > 0, we prove that there is δ > 0 such that for any two m-tuples of pairwise commuting normal matrix contractions X := (X 1 , . . . , Xm) and X := (X 1 , . . . ,Xm) that are δ-close with respect to some suitable distance ð in (C n×n ) m , we can find a m-tuple of matrix paths (homotopies) connecting X toX relative to the intersection of some ε, ð-neighborhood of X with the set of m-tuples of pairwise commuting normal matrix contractions. One of the key features of these matrix homotopies is that δ can be chosen independent of n.
Introduction
In this document we study local deformation properties of what we call toroidal matrix varieties. Given a m-tuple of n × n matrices X ∈ (C n×n ) m and a suitable distance ð in (C n×n ) m induced by the spectral norm (that will be defined below), let us write N ð (X, r) to denote the set {Y ∈ (C n×n ) m |ð(X, Y) ≤ r}. We call N ð (X, r) a r, ð-neighborhood of X.
Given two matrices X, Y ∈ (C n×n ), let us write X ∼ h Y to indicate that there is a homotopy between X and Y , in other words, there is function γ ∈ C([0, 1], C n×n ) such that γ(0) = X and γ(1) = Y (where C(X, Y ) denotes the algebra of continuous functions on X that take values in Y ). Given ε, δ > 0, any two m-tuples of pairwise commuting normal matrix contractions X := (X 1 , . . . , X m ) andX := (X 1 , . . . ,X m ) such that ð(X,X) ≤ ε, let us write X ∼ hX to denote the homotopy induced by the homotopies of their components. We study the existence of homotopies X ∼ hX relative to the intersection of some ε, ð-neighborhood of X with the set of m-tuples of pairwise commuting normal matrix contractions.
We can think of each homotopy X j ∼ hXj relative to N ð (X j , ε), as a noncommutative analogy of the family of curves (links) connecting the point sets determined by the spectra σ(X j ) and σ(X j ) relative to the embedding of . In a similar way we can interpret the induced homotopies X ∼ hX as noncommutative analogies of the links connecting the joint spectra σ(X) and σ(X) relative to [−1, 1] 2n × T 1 . In this study we will use the C * -algebraic technology developed in [10, 21, 22, 29] to derive a connectivity technique that can be used to study and solve problems that appear in clustered matrix approximation (in the sense of [28] ) and matrix dilation/compression problems (in the sense of [12, 14] and [1, §9 and §10] ).
In [22] we found some connections between the map Ψ := Ad[W ] described by L.2.1 in §2 and the local homeomorphims that play a key role in the Kirby Torus Trick (introduced by R. Kirby in [19] ) by moving sets of points in homeomorphic copies T m ≃ T m of T m just a little bit, this analogy together with L.3.1 provides a connection with topologically controlled linear algebra (in the sense of [11] ), which can be roughly described as the study of the relations between matrix sets and smooth manifolds that is performed by implementing techniques from geometric topology in the study of matrix approximation problems. The search for the previously mentioned analogies and connections was motivated by a question raised by M. H. Freedman regarding to the role played by the Kirby Torus Trick in linear algebra and matrix approximation theory.
In this document we build on the techniques developed in [22] and [29] to study the analytic local connectivity properties of matrix representations of certain universal C * -algebras. The deformation technology constructed for this purpose can be adapted using the techniques presented in §3 to study the local behavior of approximate/numerical solutions to matrix equations in the sense of [6, 8, 9, 20, 15, 18] , that can be interpreted as local matrix homotopies that play the role of continuous analogies (in the sense of [8] ) of the discrete/numerical procedures corresponding to spectral refinement algorithms (in the sense of [2, 3] ) that can be used to refine the outputs of approximate simultaneous block diagonalization/transformation algorithms (in the sense of [23, 24] ).
The applications of the previously described refinement methods include singular saddle point problems that arise in computational fluid dynamics, mixed finite element approximation of elliptic partial differential equations, optimization, optimal control, weighted least-squares problems, electronic networks, computer graphics and others in scientific computing and engineering (in the sense of [20] ), together with mathematical modelling of photonic crystals (in the sense of [15] ) in physics. The results presented in §3 can also be used to compute and to study the approximate and exact simultaneous block diagonalization of matrix m-tuples in the sense of [23, 24] , problems of this type appear in biomathematics, image processing and applied spectral graph theory.
Building on some of the ideas developed by M. A. Rieffel in [26, 27] 
Preliminaries and Notation
Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then we say thatX δ ⊂ X is a δ-dense if for all x ∈ X there existsx ∈X such that d(x,x) ≤ δ. Given two compact subsets X, Y of the complex plane, we will write d H (X, Y ) to denote the Hausdorff distance between X and Y that is defined by the expression d H (X, Y ) := max{sup x∈X inf y∈Y |x − y|, sup y∈Y inf x∈X |y−x|}. Let us denote by ð the function ð :
From here on · denotes the operator/spectral norm. Given two topological objects, we use the expression X ≃ Y to denote a homeomorphism between them (a continuous function between the topological objects that has a continuous inverse function). We will write D m and T m to denote the m-dimensional closed unit disk and the m-dimensional torus respectively. We will write B(x 0 , r) to denote the closed ball {x ∈ C | |x − x 0 | ≤ r}.
We will write M n to denote the set C n×n of n × n complex matrices, the symbols 1 n and 0 n will be used to denote the identity matrix and the zero matrix in M n respectively. Given a matrix A ∈ M n , we write A * to denote the conjugate transposeĀ ⊤ of A. A matrix X ∈ M n is said to be normal if XX * = X * X, a matrix H ∈ M n is said to be hermitian if H * = H and a matrix U ∈ M n such that
2 is called a projector. Given two projectors P and Q, if P Q = QP = 0 n we say that P and Q are orthogonal. By an orthogonal partition of unity in M n , we mean a finite set of orthogonal projectors {P j } in M n such that j P j = 1 n . We will omit the explicit reference to M n when it is clear from the context. In this document by a matrix contraction we mean a matrix X in M n for some n ∈ Z + such that X ≤ 1. Given any two matrices X, Y ∈ M n we will write * . Given a matrix A ∈ M n , we write σ(X) to denote the set {λ ∈ C| det(A−λ1 n ) = 0} of eigenvalues of A, the set σ(A) is called the spectrum of A. Given a compact set X ⊂ C and a subset S ⊆ M n , let us dote by S(X) the set S(X) := {X ∈ S|σ(S) ⊆ X}, for instance, the expression N (n)(D 2 ) is used to denote the set normal contractions in M n . Definition 2.1. Given ε ≥ 0 and a matrix X ∈ M n , we write σ ε (X) to denote the ε-Pseudospectrum of X which is the set defined by the following relations.
will be called a ε, n-semialgebraic matrix variety (ε, n-SMV), if ε = 0 we can refer to the set as a matrix variety.
Example 2.1. Given any integer n ≥ 1, let us set N := diag [n, n − 1, . . . , 1], we will have that the set Z N := {X ∈ M n |[N, X] = 0} is a matrix variety. If for some δ > 0, we set now Z N,δ := {X ∈ M n | [N, X] ≤ δ}, the set Z N,δ is a matrix semialgebraic variety.
Example 2.2. The subset of M 3 n described by,
where A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 , C 1 and C 3 are some fixed but arbitrary matrix contractions in M n , is an algebraic matrix variety.
Example 2.3. Given ε > 0, the subset of M 3 n described by,
where A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 , C 1 and C 3 are some fixed but arbitrary matrix contractions in M n , is a semialgebraic matrix variety.
Remark 2.1. Matrix sets of the form 2.2 and 2.3 provide a connection between matrix equations on words (in the sense of [17, 29] ) and algebraic/semialgebraic matrix varieties. From this perspective, the computation/refinement of matrix words corresponding to the numerical solution of matrix equations on words can be interpreted as a discrete analogy of local matrix homotopies like the ones constructed in the proofs of the results in §3.
Definition 2.3 (Curved and Flat matrix paths).
Given any three hermitian ma-
, and given any four normal contractions
. We will say thatZ is a curved interpolating path for D 1 , D 2 and we will say that the pathV is a flat interpolating path for D 3 , D 4 .
Definition 2.4 (⊛ operation). Given two matrix paths
we write X ⊛ Y to denote the concatenation of X and Y , which is the matrix path defined in terms of X and Y by the expression,
Definition 2.5 (Local matrix deformations x ε,S y). Given two matrices x, y ∈ M n we write x y if there is a matrix path z ∈ C([0, 1], M n ) such that z 0 = x and z 1 = y, if there is a ε-local matrix homotopy X ∈ C([0, 1], M n ) between x and y relative to the set S, we will write x ε,S y and will omit the explicit reference to S when it is clear from the context.
It is often convenient to have N -tuples (or 2N -tuples) of matrices with real spectra. For this purpose we use the following construction, initiated by McIntosh and Pryde. If X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) is a N -tuple of n by n matrices then we can always decompose X j in the form X j = X 1j + iX 2j where the X kj all have real spectra. We write π(X) := (X 11 , . . . , X 1N , X 21 , . . . , X 2N ) and call π(X) a partition of X. If the X kj all commute we say that π(X) is a commuting partition, and if the X kj are simultaneously triangularizable π(X) is a triangularizable partition. If the X kj are all semisimple (diagonalizable) then π(X) is called a semisimple partition.
We say that N normal matrices X 1 , . . . , X N ∈ M n are simultaneously diagonalizable if there is a unitary matrix Q ∈ M n such that Q * X j Q is diagonal for each j = 1, . . . , N . In this case, for 1
is called the joint spectrum of X 1 , . . . , X N . We will write Λ(X j ) to denote the diagonal matrix representation of the j-component of Λ(X 1 , . . . , X N ), in other words we will have that
The following result ([22, L.4.1]) was proved in [22] .
Lemma 2.1. Given ε > 0 there is δ = 
Local Deformation of Normal Contractions
Applying functional calculus on commutative C * -algebras we have that the joint spectrum σ(X, Y ) of any two commuting hermitian matrix contractions
Lemma 3.1. Given r ∈ Z + and ν > 0, there is δ :=δ(ν, r) > 0 such that for any unitary W and any normal contraction D in M n for n ≥ 2, if D = r j=1 α j P j is diagonal for 2 ≤ r ∈ Z and α 1 , . . . , α r ∈ D 2 , the set {P j } is an orthogonal partition of unity, and α j = α k whenever k = j, then there is a unitary matrix Z ∈ M n such that [Z, D] = 0 and 1 n − W Z ≤ ν whenever W DW * − D ≤ δ.
Proof. Let µ := W DW * − D = W D − DW . Then there are r continuous functions ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r ∈ C(D 2 ) such that P k := ℓ k (D). By continuity one can find δ(ν, r) > 0 such that,
, whenever µ ≤ δ. Since ν < 1, by perturbation theory of C * -algebras we will have that there is a unitary W j such that 1 − W j ≤ √ 2 W P k W * − P k ≤ ν/r and W * j P j W j = W P j W * , and this implies that W j W P j = P j W j W for each j. Since {P j } is an orthogonal partition of unity, we will have thatW := j W j W P j is a unitary matrix which satisfies the commutation relation [W , D] = 0 together with the normed inequalities.
Let us set Z :=W * then 1 n − W Z = W − W ≤ ν. This completes the proof. Definition 3.1 (Pseudospectral retractive approximant). Given δ > 0 and any matrix X ∈ M n , we say that the matrixX ∈ M n is a δ-Pseudospectral retractive approximant (δ-PSRA) of X if X −X ≤ δ and σ(X) is δ-dense in σ(X).
Lemma 3.2. Given δ > 0 and any hermitian matrix X ∈ M n such that X ≤ 1, there is a hermitian δ-PSRAX δ of X such that [X,X] = 0 n . Moreover, there are N δ distinct points {x 1 , . . . , x N δ } and an orthogonal partition of unity {P 1 , . . . , P N δ } such thatX δ = j x j P j .
Proof. Let us suppose that n ≥ |σ(X)| ≥ 2, as the proof is clear for scalar multiples of 1 n . Since σ(X) ⊆ [−1, 1], we can assume for simplicity that
for each x j ∈ R δ (X) and somě x k(j) ,x k(j)+1 ∈ S δ (X), and there is a set P δ (X) := {P 1 , . . . , P N δ } ⊆ M n \{0 n } that is an orthogonal partition of unity such that [P j , X] = 0 and for each 1
By the previous facts and spectral variation of normal matrices (in the sense of [5, 25] ) we will have that if we setX δ :
If necessary we can renumber the elements of R δ (X) according to the elements of P δ (X). This completes the proof.
Remark 3.1. We will refer to the finite sets R δ (X) and S δ (X) as representation and support grids respectively. The finite set P δ (X) will be called a δ-projective decomposition for X. 
Moreover, there are N δ distinct points {x k,1 , . . . , x k,N δ } and an orthogonal partition of unity {P 1 , . . . , P N δ } such thatX δ,k = j x k,j P j for each k.
Proof. Since the joint spectrum σ(X) of X is a subset of [−1, 1] m we can apply a similar procedure to the one implemented in the proof of L.3.2 to find for each X j a representation gridR δ (X j ) together with a support grid S δ (X j ) and an associated δ-projective decomposition P δ (X j ) such that |P δ (X j )| = N δ,j := |R δ (X j )|, we will have that the set P δ (X) := {P 1 , . . . ,
points that is δ-dense in σ(X j ) for each j and such that for each X k and each P j ∈ P δ (X), there is x k,j ∈ R δ (X j ) such that X k P j − x k,j P j ≤ δ. Moreover, [X j , P k ] = 0 n for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m and each 1 ≤ k ≤ N δ . By a similar argument to the one implemented in the proof of L.3.2 it can be seen that the matrixX δ,k := j x k,j P j is a commuting hermitian δ-PSRA of X j for each j. This completes the proof. 
It is important to remark that ε and δ must not depend on n.
Let us define the toroidal matrix varieties whose local connectivity will be studied in this document. 
will be called the m matrix cube.
will be called the m matrix disk.
Definition 3.5 (T m (n)). The matrix variety T m (n) defined by
will be called the m matrix torus. Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that the components of Y are diagonal matrices. As a consequence of L.2.1 we will have that given ν δ > 0, there is δ := 
for each j. By joint spectral variation (in the sense of [25] ) and by applying L.2.1 again, we will have that W * Λ(X j )W = X j and W * Λ(X j )W − Λ(X j ) ≤ K m δ for each j. Then by L.3.3 there is a m-tuple of pairwise commuting hermitian δ-PSRAX δ of Λ(X) := (Λ(X 1 ), . . . , Λ(X m )), together with m representation grids R δ (X j ) := {x k,1 , . . . , x k,N δ } that are δ-dense in σ(X j ) = σ(Λ(X j )) for each j, and a projective decomposition P δ (Λ(X)) := {P 1 , . . . , P N δ } such that
We will have that.
m (n)) solves the problem X j ε1 Y j for each j with ε 1 = (2K m + 3)δ and this implies that X ∼ h Y relative to N ð (X, ε 1 ) ∩ I m (n). If N ε ≥ 2, then we can apply L3.1 to find a unitaryŴ := ZW such thatŴ * X δ,jŴ = W * X δ,j W =X δ,j and that 1 n −Ŵ ≤ ε 2 (N ε , m, δ) < 2, this implies that one can find a hermitian matrix contractionK such that W = e iπK . We have that the curved pathX 2,j (t) := Ad[e −iπ(1−t)K ](X δ,j ) solves the problemX δ,j ε2Xδ,j for each j with ε 2 := 2ε 2 (N ε , m, δ). Let us setX
m (n)) withX 1,j ,X 2,j andX 3,j defined as before. ThenX j solves the problem X j ε3 Y j for each j with ε 3 := ε 2 + (K m + 1)δ, and this implies that
Let us set ε := max{ε 1 , ε 3 }. This completes the proof. Proof. Given any two m-tuples Z and S in D m (n), such that ð(Z, S) ≤ r/2 for some r > 0, there are two semisimple commuting hermitian partitions π(Z) and π(S) of Z and S respectively, such that ð(π(Z), π(S)) ≤ r. By the previously described fact the result follows by applying T.3.1 to the corresponding semisimple commuting hermitian partitions of any two (δ ε , ð)-close m-tuples in D m (n).
Theorem 3.2. The matrix variety T m (n) is uniformly locally piecewise analytically connected.
Proof. We have that for any two unitary matrices U, V ∈ M n such that [U, V ] = 0 n there are hermitian matrices H u , H v such that the flat path U (t) := e iπ(Hu+t(Hv −Hu)) satisfies the interpolating conditions U (0) = U , U (1) = V , together with the constraints [U (t), U ] = [U (t), V ] = 0 n and U (t)U (t) * = U (t) * U (t) = 1 n for each t ∈ [0, 1]. We also have that for any unitary U and any hermitian contraction K the curved path V (t) := Ad[e iπtK ](U ) preserves commutativity and is a unitary for each t ∈ [0, 1]. By the previously described facts the result follows by modifying the proof of T.3.1 conveniently for any two (δ ε , ð)-close m-tuples in T m (n).
Hints and Future Directions
The implications of the main results in §3 in the numerical solution of matrix equations on words will be further explored, some applications to the analysis of approximation/refinement procedures that can be implemented to solve matrix equations on words and eigenvalue problems in the sense of [2, 3, 4, 7, 13, 17] will be the subject of further study as well.
The approximation and connectivity technology developed in this paper has a natural connection to approximate simultaneous diagonalization of m-tuples of matrices (in the sense of [24] ) and to normal matrix approximation of almost normal matrices in the sense of [12, 16] . The development of numerical algorithms to perform these tasks will be the subject of future communications.
The application and extension of the results in §3 to the study of normal and near normal compressions of normal matrices (in the sense of [12, 14] and [1, §9 and §10]) will be the subject of further study as well.
